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Introduction

Coati develops and produces an open source version of the Spider, a small portable device for simultaneous interpretation.

https://coati.pimienta.org/electronics/spider/

Spiders are small portable devices for simultaneous interpreting. A Spider provides a microphone to the interpreter and several headphones for a small group to listen to the interpretation. This type of interpretation is called “whispering interpretation”. Spiders can be useful for groups of 6 to 50 people.

Whispering interpretation

In the world of interpretation technology, the best setup for both the interpreters and the public are interpretation booths. The interpreters work from a isolated booth and the public listens to the interpretation through wireless receivers. Coati also operates this kind of equipment but it requires time and dedicated technicians to set up.

Whispering interpretation is a worthy alternative when interpretations booths are not available. Whispering is possible even without Spiders. If the group is small enough, the interpreters can sit amongst them, listen to the speaker without equipment and speak loud enough to be heard by the group. But this setup is very tiring for the interpreters and uncomfortable for the group as the voices of both the speaker and the interpreters overlap and make them hard to follow.

Spiders drastically improve on this situation by providing headphones for the group to listen to the interpreter. As a consequence, the interpreter can speak much lower and the situation becomes bearable.

This is what whispering interpretation looks like when using a Spider:

Comparison with professional equipment

What could be considered as an equivalent for Spiders on the market of interpretation technology are wireless equipments for small groups using radio frequencies or infrared. The Spider is not wireless. Spiders can involve a lot of cables and become a real mess (that’s why it is called “spider”). But it still offers many advantages in comparison with its wireless counterpart:

- Spiders are portable and several devices can fit in your luggage. Commercial wireless systems pack in suitcases of their own and weigh much more.
Figure 1: Basic setup
• **Spiders are cheap**, a couple hundreds euros including all accessories. Commercial wireless system costs several thousands euros.

• **Interpreters can operate Spiders on their own** without the help of a dedicated technician.

**When not to use Spiders**

Beware, Spiders cannot always replace interpretation booths, for example for bigger groups or complex language combinations. If this is your case, then think about contacting Coati to provide you with a complete booth system or hiring a professional equipment.

**Floor**

On top of that, our Spider design includes a “floor” channel. The “floor” allows the interpreters to listen to the speaker through headphones as well. This further improves working conditions for the interpreters.

**Extension modules**

When the group gets bigger, with our Spider design you can use extension modules to provide headphones to a bigger group.

**Devices**

**Spider**

![Spider image]

**Power supply**

- **Power plug** [1] (in the back) is meant for a 12V DC transformer. See the characteristics of the transformer for more details.

- **Battery lid** [2]

- **Battery connector** [3] is meant for a square 9 V battery.
Figure 2: Setup with floor
Figure 3: Setup with extensions
• **Power switch** [4], left is “on”, and right if “off”.

• **Power LED** [5]

**Interpretation channel**

• **Interpretation input** [6] (in the front) is meant for a jack ø 6.5 mm (“jack 6.5” in the rest of this document) either from a microphone or a line input.
  
  – See the characteristics of the microphone for more details.
  
  – The line input can be used to connect a mixing table, a computer, or any other audio equipment providing enough audio signal. Use a mini-jack 3.5 to jack 6.5 adapter to connect a computer for example. This plug is stereo but both channels of the stereo signal are mixed by the Spider into a mono signal.

• **Interpretation switch** [7] is used to adjust the amplification level for either a microphone or line input.
  
  – To the left, the amplification is higher and adapted to a microphone input.
  
  – To the right, the amplification is lower and adapted to a line input.
  
  – Misusing this switch should not damage the Spider.

• **Interpretation volume knob** [8] is used to adjust the volume of the interpretation headphones.

• **Interpretation headphone plugs** [9] are 12 mini-jacks ø 3.5 mm (“mini-jack 3.5” in the rest of this document), used to provide headphones to the public.
  
  – The plugs are mono so the same signal is heard in both ears.
Floor channel

The elements of the floor channel are similar to the ones of the interpretation channel.

- **Floor input** [10] (in the front) is meant for jack 6.5 either from a microphone or a line input.
  - See the characteristics of the microphone for more details.
  - The line input can be used to connect a mixing table, a computer, or any other audio equipment providing enough audio signal. Use a mini-jack 3.5 to jack 6.5 adapter to connect a computer for example. This plug is stereo but both channels of the stereo signal are mixed by the Spider into a mono signal.

- **Floor switch** [11] is used to adjust the amplification level for either a microphone or line input.
  - To the left, the amplification is higher and adapted to a microphone input.
  - To the right, the amplification is lower and adapted to a line input.
  - Misusing this switch should not damage the Spider.

- **Floor volume knob** [12] is used to adjust the volume of the floor headphones.

- **Floor headphone plugs** [13] are 2 mini-jacks 3.5, used to provide headphones to the interpreters.
  - The plugs are mono so the same signal is heard in both ears.
  - There are 2 plugs because interpreters usually work by pair.

Extension plug

- **Extension plug** [14] (in the back) is a dual RCA plug.
  - The white plug corresponds to the audio signal and the red plug corresponds to the power supply.
  - If the connectors are inverted, the extension does not switch on but is not damaged.

Extension
• **Power switch** [15], left is “on”, and right if “off”.

• **Power LED** [16]

• **Input plug** [17] (on the side) is a dual RCA plug.
  - The white plug corresponds to the audio signal and the red plug corresponds to the power supply.
  - If the connectors are inverted, the extension does not switch on but is not damaged.

• **Output plug** [18] (on the side) is a second RCA plug with the same characteristics as the input plug.
  - The input and output plugs are identical and can be inverted.
  - Even if the extension switch is off, the output plug can supply another extension.

• **Extension volume knob** [19] is used to adjust the volume of the extension headphones.

• **Extension headphone plugs** [20] are 12 mini-jacks ø 3.5 mm (“mini-jack 3.5” in the rest of this document), used to provide additional headphones to the public.
  - The plugs are mono so the same signal is heard in both ears.

**Accessories**

To use all the functionalities of a Spider you might need to have the following accessories at hand.
Battery

- Square 9 V battery
- Always keep a couple of spare batteries at hand.
- A battery lasts for about 4 hours in a basic setup. The battery life decreases as you plug extensions and more headphones.
- Rechargeable batteries are a good investment too. Take into account that recharging a single battery probably takes more time than discharging a battery using a Spider. So you might need a set of at least 3 batteries to use a Spider nonstop.
- Whenever possible, we recommend to use the Spider using a transformer.

Transformer

- A transformer with a 12 V DC output
- Hollow plug ø 5.5 / 2.1 mm
- Positive pin inside ☀️
- A lower voltage should not switch on the Spider but might lead to more noise.
• A higher output voltage < 40 V should work.
• A higher output voltage > 40 V could damage the Spider.
• Using the transformer at the same time as the battery is not dangerous, but the battery might keep on discharging.

Microphone

• 2 microphones if you want to use both the interpretation and floor channels.
• Any type of microphone should work.
• We recommend microphones with a jack 6.5 connector which is more robust than a mini-jack.
• Depending on you criteria (price, weight, size, and robustness), you can use either:
  - Cheap karaoke microphones, they tend to be lighter but reasonably robust.
  - PC microphones or headsets, they are even lighter but more fragile.
  - Better and more robust microphones meant for concerts, they tend to be more heavy.

Headphones

• 14 headphones to use all the interpretation and floor headphones.
• Any type of headphone should work.
• They need to have a mini-jack 3.5 connector, either mono or stereo.
• Standard headphones have cables of 1.5 meter long. This can be too short for using with a Spider. Coati can provide you with 3 meter headphones or tell you where to order them in bulk.

Mini-jack cable

• A male mini-jack 3.5 to male mini-jack 3.5 cable, if you want to use the line inputs of your Spider, for example to connect a computer.

Jack adaptor

• A female mini-jack to male jack adaptor, in case you need to adapt a mini-jack 3.5 connector to the jack 6.5 plug of the Spider input.
• The adaptor can be either mono or stereo.
Dual RCA cable

- A dual RCA cable to connect each extension.
- Cables of 3 and 5 meters are commonly available.
- Longer cables should work but have not been tested.
- To match the colors of the plug, use cables with red and white connectors if possible, but you can use cables with connectors of different colors as well.

Example setups

Basic setup

In this setup, only the interpretation channel is used to provide headphones to a small group of less than 12 people. The interpreters listen to the speaker with no audio equipment.

1. Choose which power source to use (battery or transformer) and connect it:
   - If working with a battery. Open the battery lid, plug the battery to the battery connector. Depending on the setup, you might leave the battery outside of the battery compartment to change it faster when it is discharged.
   - If working with a transformer. Plug the AC input of the transformer on the main AC electricity system. Then plug the DC output of the transformer in the power plug at the back of the Spider.

2. Switch on the Spider using the power switch. The power LED should light on. Otherwise, check the battery or the transformer.

3. Plug the audio signal from the interpreters (either a microphone or a line input) in the interpretation input.

4. Adjust the interpretation switch to either “mic” or “line”.

5. Turn down the interpretation volume knob completely to the left.

6. Plug headphones in one of the interpretation headphone plugs.
Figure 6: Basic setup
7. Slowly increase the volume in the headphones by turning the interpretation volume knob to the right. You should hear the interpreters in the headphones. Otherwise, check the audio signal coming from the interpreters, the position of the interpretation switch, or plug the headphones in a different headphone plug.

8. Finish connecting as many headphones as you need and test that they are all working.

**Setup with floor**

In this setup, a floor is provided to the interpreters to improve their working conditions. The speaker is provided with a microphone which is listened to by the interpreters through the floor channel.

![Figure 7: Setup with floor](image)

1. Follow the instructions for the basic setup.

2. Plug the audio signal from the speaker (either a microphone or a line input) in the floor input.

3. Adjust the floor switch to either “mic” or “line”.
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4. Turn down the floor volume knob completely to the left.

5. Plug headphones in one of the floor headphone plugs.

6. Slowly increase the volume in the headphones by turning the floor volume knob to the right. You should hear the speaker in the headphones. Otherwise, check the audio signal coming from the speaker, the position of the floor switch, or plug the headphones in the other plug.

7. Connect the second headphones and test that they are working as well.

**Setup with extensions**

In this setup, extensions are used to provide headphones to more people in the public.

1. Follow the instructions for the basic setup or the setup with floor.

2. Plug the first end of a dual RCA cable into the extension plug of the Spider.
   Match the colors of the connectors: red in red, white in white.

3. Plug the second end of the dual RCA cable into the input plug of the extension.
   Match the colors of the connectors: red in red, white in white.

4. Switch on the extension using the power switch. The power LED should light on. If it is not the case, check that the power LED of the Spider is on, and that the extension is connected to the Spider correctly.

5. Turn down the extension volume knob completely to the left.

6. Plug headphones in one of the extension headphone plugs.

7. Slowly increase the volume in the headphones by turning the extension volume knob to the right. You should hear the interpreters in the headphones. Otherwise, check that you can hear the interpreters in the interpretation headphones on the Spider, and that the extension is connected to the Spider correctly.

8. Finish connecting as many headphones as you need and test that they are all working.

9. Repeat steps 2 to 8 to connect as many extensions as you want. Connect the output plug of the last extension with a dual RCA cable to the input plug of the next extension.
Figure 8: Setup with extensions